
Hands Off Wales: Nationhood and Militancy in
the Principality
Wales is a land of beauty and mystery, with a long and complex history.
The Welsh people have a rich culture and a strong sense of national
identity. However, Wales has often been overshadowed by its larger
neighbor, England. This has led to centuries of oppression and
discrimination against the Welsh people.
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In recent years, there has been a growing movement for Welsh
independence. Some activists have resorted to violence in order to achieve
their goals. This has led to a great deal of controversy and debate.

The History of Welsh Nationalism

The roots of Welsh nationalism can be traced back to the 12th century,
when Wales was conquered by England. The Welsh people were subjected
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to centuries of oppression and discrimination under English rule. This led to
a growing sense of resentment and anger among the Welsh people.

In the 19th century, the Welsh nationalist movement began to gain
momentum. This was due in part to the rise of industrialization in Wales.
Industrialization led to the growth of a Welsh working class, which was
increasingly dissatisfied with English rule.

In 1865, the Welsh National Society was founded. This organization was
dedicated to promoting Welsh culture and language. The Welsh National
Society played a major role in the growth of Welsh nationalism.

The Rise of Militancy

In the late 1960s, the Welsh nationalist movement became more militant.
This was due in part to the rise of the Irish Republican Army (IRA). The IRA
was a militant organization that was fighting for Irish independence from
England. The success of the IRA inspired some Welsh nationalists to adopt
similar tactics.

In 1969, the Free Wales Army (FWA) was founded. The FWA was a militant
organization that carried out a series of bombings and other attacks against
English targets in Wales. The FWA was responsible for the deaths of
several people.

The FWA was eventually disbanded in 1974. However, the legacy of
militancy in the Welsh nationalist movement continues to this day.

The Future of Wales



The future of Wales is uncertain. The Welsh nationalist movement is still
active, and there is a growing sense of dissatisfaction with English rule. It is
possible that Wales could achieve independence in the future. However, it
is also possible that Wales will remain a part of the United Kingdom.

The future of Wales will be determined by the Welsh people themselves.
They must decide whether they want to remain a part of the United
Kingdom or become an independent nation.

A young woman with long, flowing hair stands in a field of wildflowers. She
is wearing a traditional Welsh dress and is holding a Welsh flag. In the
background, the sun is setting over the mountains of Snowdonia.
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